A slot is available to take part in our workshop, 'The Hau of Finance: Ethnographic inquiries into impact investing and the moral turn in finance', which will inaugurate the ERC funded project 'The Hau of Finance: Impact Investing and the Globalization of Social and Environmental Sustainability (Impact Hau)' (https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/772544).

Proposals offering an anthropological approach to any aspects of impact investing, 'blended' finance, philanthropy and 'philanthrocapitalism' are welcome. Papers may focus on, for example, uses of proceeds, agency and design in financial products, emerging uses of financial technologies for impact, the financial marketplace, etc.

The workshop will take place on 25th March in Ravenna, Italy. Reasonable travel expenses and two nights' accommodation will be covered.

Paper proposals should consist of a title, abstract, and a brief (one or two line) biographical note, and should be sent to me and Dr. Giulia Dal Maso at the following email addresses: marcandrew.brightman@unibo.it and giulia.dalmaso2@unibo.it as soon as possible, and no later than the end of February.
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